
 

PRESS RELEASE 

 Master Carbon SEAL: 

Brand New Colorways Introduced for the Most Advanced Navy SEAL Collection 

 

Singapore, January 2019 - Luminox’s Master Carbon SEAL is the most advanced and 

lightweight watch within the entire SEAL collection. Now with the launch of two brand new 

colorways, Luminox is excited to share more about this innovative model. 

 

Luminox’s Master Carbon SEAL collection is known for being rugged and ultra-lightweight. With 

the use of the hi-tech carbon compound, CARBONOX+™, the collection pride itself with utmost 

durability and toughness. It creates an ultra-strong, durable and scratch resistant watch case 

that is three times lighter than Titanium. To add more colors to the collection, Luminox introduces 

pops of orange throughout the bezel with both grey and blue dial options. 

   

 
 

The Master Carbon SEAL series belong to the category of Luminox’ s SEA Collection and has 

water resistant of up to 300 meters/1,000 feet, enabling the timepiece to withstand incredible 

pressure on deep dives. In addition, the extra thick sapphire crystal and stainless steel caseback 

further aid in its water resistance. The model, 3803.C, of the Master Carbon SEAL collection 

also incorporates two luminous technologies – the Luminox Light Technology, and Super-

LumiNova on the hour markers and bezel for maximum visibility.    

 

 

 

 

  



 

CARBONOX+™ Construction   

Luminox, known for its use of self-powered illumination, is always looking for new materials and 

ways to enhance performance. CARBONOX+™ is an incredible strong Carbon Compound 

Material that is trademarked to the brand.  

 

For the Master Carbon SEAL, by using long carbon bars to support the polymers, it results in a 

lighter, stiffer and more durable case. The material has a very attractive anthracite color. Also, 

it does not get hot in warm temperatures or cold in extreme climates. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

ICE-SAR Arctic 1000 series - Main product features 

Case size: 46 MM 

CARBONOX+™ case 

Water resistance: 30 ATM  

Glass: Sapphire crystal 

Strap: Fabric/Rubber 

Movement: Ronda 515, Swiss Quartz 

Stainless steel caseback 

Swiss Made  

3801.C.SET 

SGD1160 / SGD1241.20 with GST  

 

 

                         

3803.C 
SGD1100 / SGD1170.00 with GST 



 

 
 

ALWAYS VISIBLE  
Navy SEALs, law enforcement, emergency personnel and more wear Luminox watches, and 
these professionals need to be able to see the time no matter the conditions. That’s why 
Luminox uses tiny tritium gas tubes, which will provide illumination for up to 25 years. Unlike 
other luminosity systems, which depend on exterior light sources to charge luminous paint or a 
pushbutton to illuminate the watch, the luminosity is built right into Luminox watches, ensuring 
that you will always be able to see the time, no matter the conditions.  
 
 
ABOUT LUMI-NOX  
Luminox, the original self-powered luminous watch brand, is the watch of choice for U.S. Navy 
SEALs, F-117 NighthawkTM stealth jet pilots, other elite forces and professional divers. 
Luminox watches glow up to 25 years in any light condition, Always Visible. Tough, powerful 
and accurate, Swiss-made Luminox is the ultimate night vision gear for serious athletes, 
rugged outdoorsmen and other peak performers. Visit luminox.com and 
facebook.com/LuminoxSingapore. 
 
 

AVAILABILITY  
Luminox watches are available at leading department stores (TANGS at Tang Plaza and 
VivoCity, Robinsons The Heeren, OG Orchard Point and authorised watch retailers.  
 
For further information and the list of authorised retailers, please call Crystal Time (S) Pte Ltd 
at +65 6747 8888 or visit the website at www.luminox.com.sg 
 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LuminoxSingapore/  
Instagram: LuminoxSG 
 
  

http://www.luminox.com.sg/
https://www.facebook.com/LuminoxSingapore/

